


I Guess This is My Mission Statement
     I have a confession to make.  I didn’t start this out of the goodness of my own heart-This is my Spectrum is an entirely 
selfish work.  The start of this zine is for a class on... you guessed it... zines.  The assignment was to make one, and I knew 
exactly what I wanted:  A zine full of work done by autistic people.  It didn’t have to be about what its like to be autistic 
(even though thats most of what’s here) so long as it was a collection of various autistic experiences.  Normal everyday 
things, hobbies, what you like and what you don’t like, something personal you wanted to get off your chest... really anything 
related to you and your life.  I wanted to provide a place for autistic people to express themselves on their own terms.  
     There is a stereotype of what autism is.  Its a white, upper-middle class, young boy and/or man.  He is hyper logical, rig-
id, his special interests lie in science or maths, and he alienates everyone around him because of his autism.  Diagnostically, 
he likely has autism 1 or 2, which is to say that he can live on his own with (substantial) support.  He has very low emotional 
intelligence and is childlike in many ways. 
     This may be some autistic people, however it isn’t all of us.  
     Many autism advocates do not advocate for the autism spectrum and all of its diversity.  They usually speak for what-
ever autistic person they are closest to, however “if you’ve met one autistic person, you’ve met one autistic person.”  There 
are autists who have high empathy and ones with low empathy.  There are autistics with high intelligence and those with low 
intelligence (although we have no business speaking of IQ because of how many different kinds of IQ they are and the sub-
jectivity of IQ tests),  There are autists with both hypo and hyper sensitivity-and figuring out which one youve got can be a 
bitch and a half.  There are autistics who are nonverbal and those who wont shut up.  We are all autistic.  We all have things 
in common.  
     For example, I had a classmate in 6th grade.  We were both diagnosed autists and I thought we were nothing alike.  Ex-
cept we were, because of little things.  Things that we got and nobody else did, like how the cafeteria was way too loud at 
lunch time.  In some ways it doesn’t matter at all.  And yet the fact that we understood each other’s needs better than the 
special ed teachers is... telling.
     There are many goals for this zine.  To provide a forum for us to speak for ourselves as well as a place to acknowledge 
our differences and similarities.  To educate and empower ourselves with knowledge.  But really what’s important is the va-
riety, because no one person is the same.  We are all human.  We are all autistic.  And we all deserve to be heard.
     I didn’t just want to create a platform to talk about myself, because I am only one person.  The autism spectrum isn’t 
defined by me and how I experience the world.  It’s defined by all of us individually and together.  It’s how we work, how we 
think, and how we come to the world.
     So tell me... What is your spectrum?  

     The majority of the content in this zine was written/drawn/photographed by autistic individuals.  There are a few ex-
ceptions-I don’t know if @introvertdoodles or the photographers who took the photos behind Jenny Bristol’s Poems from 
the Pacific are autists. Also, the meme on the comic was posted in an autistic FaceBook group.  These few things are also 
the only things that I don’t have permission from the creators to use.  The views held by the authors do not represent the 
views of this zine.  Through publication, we intend to present perspectives rather than endorse them.  
     Everything not credited or admitted as being used without permission in the paragraph above was probably done by me, 
the Editor.  If you have any feedback, feel free to reach out by visiting thisismyspectrum.tumblr.com or emailing me at thi-
sismyspectrumzine@gmail.com.  If you have an questions, ideas for content you want to see, anything at all... please contact 
me.  I care and I want to hear what you have to say.  

     On the right is the spectrum wheel.  I’ve seen this around 
on the internet.  It shows different kinds of functioning.  I 
share this as a For Your Information.  Functioning isn’t bina-
ry-you can be super good at school and suck at socialization.  
Hopefully in knowing your strengths and weaknesses you can 
find what works for you.  And because nobody knows you like 
you do (you live with yourself 24/7 after all), you are the de 
facto authority on what works, what doesn’t work, and 
pretty much anything related to you. 
    Of course, there are gonna be things you wont know.  That 
comes with being human.  We’re all figuring out how to make 
up for that.  Luckily hindsight is 20/20 and we can learn from 
our mistakes.

http://thisismyspectrum.tumblr.com


margoisapest

Telling autistic people “just don’t care so much what oth-
ers think” is honestly kinda shitty, even if your intentions 
are good (that is, if you know they’re autistic and what 
they’ve been through as a result - if you didn’t know, I 
can’t really be that mad)

Try spending the first 18 years of your life (give or take, 
depending on circumstances) being told that other peo-
ples’ opinions and judgments are The Most Important 
Thing - that others’ opinions of you will literally make or 
break your life, and then try not giving a fuck what any-
one thinks. It is different for us and it’s not that fucking 
simple.

h0shikohime

People on Tumblr: Bullying autistic people is wrong. I 
don’t know who would do something like this.

Also People on Tumblr:
*makes fun of users who don’t recognise fake/prank 
news articles*

*makes fun of users who can’t spot sarcasm in writing*

*makes fun of users with ‘cringey’ interests*

*makes fun of users who write or phrase things oddly*

*makes fun of users who treat jokes seriously*

*makes fun users who post obsessively about the 
same thing*

*makes fun of users for the exact same autistic traits 
autistic people are bullied for offline all the time*

frognome

is it a thing to be partially nonverbal sometimes? a 
lot of the time i feel like i COULD talk if i desperately 
needed to but it takes a lot of effort to do it and i feel 
extremely and unnecessarily anxious and fatigued by 
it when i do talk during those times

aspergirl101

435 followers? Where did you all come from?!

jimjongjung

Don’t hold yourself to an NT standard.
So most of society is going to hold you to a NT standard.  They’re going to always assume that you have the same 
faculties and capabilities as everyone else, and if you can’t do something that most people can, they’re going to as-
sume you’re lazy, or stupid, or whatever they’re go to bs assumption is. 

The hilarious thing here is that we’re told we have poor theory of mind.  I think the truth is everyone does.  It’s just 
when a more NT person assumes everyone is like them, they’re more or less right. 

The problem of course is you don’t necessarily have those abilities and faculties.  Getting a full time job might be im-
possible for you.  Going to the store might be a huge thing that you have to prepare for. 

The problem is when you’re told the world is a certian way your whole life it’s very easy to start believing that is in fact 
the truth.  So you listen to those people when they’re telling you you’re just not trying hard enough.  

Naturally, you develop a really shitty opinion of yourself.  You don’t think you can accomplish anything or even de-
serve to.  You continually spend you’re already limited resources trying to beat yourself into being normal, bashing 
your head against the wall attempting to do things that you’re brain is litterally not built to do (at least to the level or in 
the way you’re trying to).  You might even just sit there and wallow in self hatred. 

None of that is useful, and it can all be avoided by looking into how other people with your disability are effected by it, 
and observing yourself.  Journalling and using logic can also be very helpful.  Ask yourself if you’d really do/not do that 
thing out of simple laziness when it negatively effects you so badly.  Ask yourself if anyone would do that.  You’ll of 
course find that the answer ...

is no.  Also look into how other people are effected by your condition.  The “Autism problems” blog is a great resource 
for this.  I used to beat myself up for the kitchen always being a mess after I cook.  Turns out that’s super common on 
the spectrum.  Seeing as it happens a lot to other autistic people it stands to reason that’s something that’s inherently 
part of how my brain works and largely beyond my control.  

Now I still have to deal with it.  I have to either clean up after myself or live in a situation where it’s not a big deal if I’m 
messy.  But I don’t have to feel bad about it. 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/actually+autistic
http://margoisapest.tumblr.com/
http://h0shikohime.tumblr.com/
http://frognome.tumblr.com/
http://aspergirl.tumblr.com/
http://jimjongjung.tumblr.com/


ladieautie

I think one of the hardest parts of being aware of systemic and casual ableism is the quiet anger I find myself feeling 
more and more often, engulfing my thoughts and making me “snappy” and “cold”. 

I’m angry with the world. I’m angry at the people who stare or laugh at me because I’m stimming or I’m fighting a 
meltdown. I’m angry with the work world, in which you just can’t seem to win if you don’t have proper social skills (no 
matter how talented and zealous you are).

I’m angry with the way media is portraying us, consciously or not. I’m angry because people can’t stop using “autist” 
as a slur, whether they do so IRL or on the internet (some of them being my favorite youtubers, unfortunately). I’m 
angry because people are joking about disability and when I do so of my own volition, they feel uneasy because I’m 
really disabled and it’s “no laughing matter”.

I’m angry because people think that I don’t know what love is, since I’m more or less openly asexual as well as open-
ly autistic. I’m also angry because anti-ace people can’t stop playing white knights and saying how autistic and ace 
headcanons are hurting us (when most of them are actually done by autistic and ace people).  

I’m angry at Neurotypicals/allistic people who think they ought to police my anger and that they’re the rightful judges 
on what ableism and prejudice are. I’m angry at people who belittle me as soon as they’re aware of my autism, going 
as far as “accommodating” me without even asking me (and then telling me that “I’m too much to work with”). 

I’m angry, almost all the time. And it’s tiring. But I think it’s necessary. I can’t do much about it, but if I can make one 
person think about all of it and evolve by writing or talking about it, it’s worth it. It’s worth the weight on my heart. It’s 
worth the tears and the frustration. 

And it’s easier than being angry at me all the time, like I used to when I didn’t know that I was disabled. When I 
thought I was just being “lazy” or “weird on purpose”. No, I’m autistic. Autistic, proud and angry.

aspiebaddie

Atypical was renewed for a second season. The show makes the main character, Sam Gardner, an autism stereotype. 
The show that straight up says to people that autism consumes a family, and ruins them. The show that used blue dec-
orations for a dance made to suit autistic people. The show that used person first language, and told others to do so. 
The show that had Sam’s mom cheat on her husband because autism was too stressful. Atypical is proof that ableism 
still exists in modern media, and is not being stopped.

I finally made this design I’ve been wanting to make for two 
years now!

When I first started questioning if I was autistic, I was too 
shy to say the word autistic so whenever I talked to my girl-
friend about it I would always say pawtistic. I still think it’s 
cute, and I’ve always liked how cats have some stereotyp-
ical “autistic” behaviors that I relate to! (picky about food, 
easily overstimulated, scared by loud noises, freq-

trottings

quently misunderstood). I know it sounds a bit silly, but as someone who’s loved cats my whole life it was strangely 
comforting

I want to make this as a sticker design and (if enough people are interested) an enamel pin design! Comment if that’s 
something you’d be interested in seeing aha ^o^

Anyways the cat is supposed to resemble the rainbow infinity symbol! I hope that comes across well

https://www.tumblr.com/search/actually+autistic
http://ladieautie.tumblr.com/
http://aspiebaddie.tumblr.com/
http://trottings.tumblr.com/


Aspergirl 101 Speaks: 
Regarding Your Right to Privacy

This has been an issue that I have been a part of since my diagnosis four years ago. It is also something that those of us, autistic 
and disabled alike- in fact all minorities put up with: discrimination. Recently I began to think on this and two instances where I had 
no choice but to admit my diagnosis when unnessecary. The most recent was a fiasco with an employer, which I spoke about in 
a reblog and in posts. Normally I am fine with revealing my disability, it usually means that people are more aware of me and my 
needs. I understand how others aren’t though, so for many of us, this earlier incident is applicable.

I had started my first semester in university, September 2017. I was, sadly used to minor forms of bullying (being left out/ignored/
hearing ableist language). But nothing like I had encountered. Again, I made posts about this but two girls decided to make my life 
hellish because I “did not fit in”. It started with comments about my weight, as I am, well, not thin. I also due to this weight had a 
bigger size of, well, cleavage comparatively. They made fun of the way my breasts hung when I didn’t wear a bra for sensory rea-
sons and called me “granny boobs” repeatedly. Girls later said they were jealous because of their own smaller size, but I kept to 
myself so I missed most of their taunts. Which may have lead to this incident.

There were technically three girls who picked on me; Jocelyn, Brooklyn and their “friend” Sarah. When I first introduced myself to 
Sarah, I looked her straight in the eye (as practiced) and shook her hand. I am able to make some minor eye contact, which lead 
to Sarah, Jocelyn and Brooklyn all becoming convinced that I was not autistic. I was faking it. They began that rumor quite quickly, 
and in fact believed in it, because Brooklyn had an autistic cousin who was very different from me. And we all know that two peo-
ple with autism are not going to exhibit the same symptoms at the same level. So while I’m very adjusted to interacting with people 
ableit awkwardly, they took it as a sign that I was faking. This got in my way as not only did many of the girls make comments about 
this and believe them, but it also reached the school; some of the other students began to believe it. I ended up getting into an 
argument with Sarah, who demanded that I prove to her I wasn’t faking it. It got to the point that the school got letters of complaint 
and decided to request that I as well prove my diagnosis. I had to, very uncomfortably show the head of the school, Sarah, Jocelyn 
and Brooklyn my papers from the doctor detailing my struggles and mental stunts. Jocelyn and Brooklyn however still decided that 
I was still faking it and to this day many students in my university think so as well.

My point to this is that you are the one to make the call as to who knows. If it does not get in the way of your job then you are legal-
ly bound not to say anything (Google it!). You also don’t have to give into pressure if it makes you uncomfortable. My school went 
wrong by taking my bully’s side and making me prove that I was not faking anything. I should have sued but the original staff was 
fired after another incident. So unfortunately no, no legal action can be taken. If this does happen without your consent take action. 
Do what I did not have the chance to. The one good thing about capitalism is your right to privacy and the law protects that, down 
to your diagnosis. Know your rights and use them.

According to hyperlexia1’s reblog, 
“Title II of the ADA and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 specifically protect disabled students from harassment at any 
school which receives federal funding in any form. Sorry you couldn’t take legal action but others can.  Here’s the reference: https://
www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/disabharassltr.html”

Unfortunately, this only covers harassment in its obvious form.  Research on ostracism shows that autists get bullied four 
times more than anyone else, putting us at risk for lifelong medical and mental health problems.  I wonder if that’s why 
we’re twice as lucky to be depressed and anxious as the general populace.  And schools can neither detect nor deal with

mrwilliewonka

One of my favorite parts of being autistic is I’m endless 
fascinated with pretty much everything. I just love find-
ing out how different things work, what they’re made 
of, how things go together, all the little details like that. 
And of course this is true for my special interests I also 
find its true for many things outside of that. I’m always 
taking in information and details and retaining it all, and 
I love it.

thisismyspectrum

This is my Spectrum is a zine by autistic people.  I’m 
preparing for the second issue and we’re looking for 
anything you want to contribute.  And we do mean 
ANYTHING!  Social media posts of any kind, writing, 
art, an opinion/story you want to share, a picture of a 
booger on a tissue.  Anything goes.  As long as it’s by 
you and you’re autistic, it counts.  Message the edi-
tor here on Tumblr, or email content to thisismyspec-
trumzine@gmail.com

originally posted on Tumblr 
by Aspergirl101

https://www.tumblr.com/search/actually+autistic
www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/disabharassltr.html
http://mrwilliewonka.tumblr.com/
http://thisismyspectrum.tumblr.com/
http://aspergirl101.tumblr.com/


bullying of any student.  (Not even talking about when teachers or school systems bully us-that’s a whole other sh*t show.)  
And-worst of all-we are so used to it, we frequently we think that’s just how things are and/or it’s somehow our fault for 
being us.  Which isn’t fair.  We shouldn’t have to do most of the work like that.  We deserve better.  Not because we’re 
autistic-because we’re PEOPLE.

Sensory Stuff
Who else never “grew out of” their sensory issues like they were 
“supposed” to and instead just learned how to deal with the pain 
and avoid sensory triggers?

I think there is a huge misconception about people “outgrowing” 
their sensory issues and I think it comes from neurotypicals domi-
nating the field of psychiatry and having 0 understanding of neurodi-
vergent brains.

Their minds work so differently than ours and they have so little de-
sire to understand us as people it’s no wonder they misunderstand 
so much about us. To put it in terms they can understand I’ll use a 
little analogy.

Most small children burst into tears everytime they fall down or are 
otherwise injured in some way, at some point people out grow this 
and stop crying everytime they trip or scrap a knee. Does this mean 
that adults don’t feel pain? That at somewhere around puberty your 
body stops processing pain?

No, of course not you just learned how to deal with the pain in sub-
tler ways and how to better avoid things that cause you pain. Well, 
it’s the same thing with my sensory issues. Just cause I don’t cry 
every time I enter a cafeteria anymore or flee from loud restaurants 
doesn’t mean these things stop bothering me, I just learned to deal 
with the pain.

Growing up I genuinely believed I would grow out of these issues, 
because that’s what every doctor I’d been to had told me. I now 
realize that they were very wrong, and the reason that they held 
these deeply misinformed beliefs was due to their refusal to listen to 
people like me.

Sometimes, sensory stuff is no problem.  
And sometimes it really really is.  
When babies are born, their senses are 
far more sensitive than adults’.  Over time, 
they dull.  That isn’t the case for autistic 
people.  We have super senses!  Rather 
than learning how to pretend we don’t and 
that we’re just like everybody else, why 
don’t we learn to live with them?  And I 
don’t mean learn to live with them like it’s 
a bad thing-it’s not.  Sensory needs dress 
me every day, and I look awesome 6 out 
of 7 days a week.  I also FEEL awesome, 
because I only buy super comfy clothes!  
I bring headphones everywhere because 
they’re noise-canceling and maybe I’ll get 
tired and super-overwhelmed, I don’t know.  
I’ve learned to embrace my sensory needs, 
and in doing so, I’ve also opened up a whole 
new world of enjoyment for myself.  It’s 
just so much fun to walk like an airplane!  I 
know that allistics have sensory needs too, 
however they aren’t as profound.  Some-
times, I can’t filter out all the sensations 
and it’s overwhelming.  I don’t think that 
happens to other adults... at least not any-
where near as often.

Flirting
I was hanging out with some acquaintances of mine this spring and they were 
talking about flirting.  Apparently for allistics, you don’t want to say that you 
fancy a person outright until it’s been confirmed.  Which is ridiculous, because 
how are you supposed to find out?  By playing games and talking around the issue.  
The “does this make you uncomfortable?” game, after which you ask someone out 
seems more uncomfortable than comfortable, and is itself predicated on I-like-
this-person-so-I-like-touching-this-person.  (You see the problem?) 
If flirting is one of those allistic things that doesn’t make sense, how are we 
supposed to do it?  I mean, it is kind of important for romantic relationships and 
all that.  Great question!  Let me try and answer that for you:  
Everyone has their own ideas about what flirting is, and their all so drastically 
different.  Based on my observations, flirting is basically banter with an under-
tone of nuance.  That nuance is the metaphorical eyebrow waggle suggesting 
MAYBE this is something more.  And again, its so subjective!  It could just be 
two people getting along!  
When you kind of know the person (about casual friends level?) and if you still 
like them, it’s about a good time to take the next step.  I recommend ASKING.  



Finally 
A calm, 
Descending on the ship. 
The gentle rocking a respite 
From the heaving, dizzying 
Gross motions of the vessel.
We hope it lasts.

The horizon
So flat and level
Hides the roughness of the sea
That carries us across

Its dark expanse

The waving swells of the sea
Slowly driving me mad
Their relentless flowing connectedness
Keeping me ever questioning
Stability’s permanence

The black murky depths of the sea
Writhe and undulate

Everchanging
Entreating us to come below

To its black, deadly, murky depths

by Jenny Bristol @ jennybristol

Poetry from the Middle of the Pacific

photos taken from
 the internet and probably not by autistic people

It might make people uncomfortable, because it isn’t really done.  However, if all goes well, you’ll get a clear, direct answer.  
I usually go with a blunt, right-to-their-face, “Hey, I like you, want to go on a date?” and see how they respond.  (Of course, 
if that’s not how you want to do it, don’t!  You have to pick a method that works for YOU.  You might want to go with some-
thing less direct, maybe a piece of paper with a question and a couple check boxes.  Or not that-IDK your life!)  I like this 
strategy, especially since clear, direct communication is an important thing for me.  If they can’t deal with this sort of ‘con-
frontation,’ then they definitely can’t handle dating me.
My best advice for romance is that it is, first and foremost, a relationship.  Take it on your terms.  Figure out what you 
and significant other(s) want, all that matters is its romantic for you guys.  And if you don’t have a romance, you’re in good 
company.  You can complain along with the millions of other singles.  For more information on flirting, google H.O.T. A.P.E.  
It’s the only flirting... system?... that I think works, and I’ve done copious research.  (And if you don’t care, awesome.  Keep 
doing you.)

http://jennybristol.com


Unfortunately, my computer didn’t have enough space for it.  Having 31 pages plus photoshop files was too 

much for my poor laptop, and I couldn’t clear enough space on my hard drive.  After two weeks, I had to stop.  

A month later I got an emailasking for an update.  I’d never briefed them on the situation, and filled with 

shame and social anxiety, I never did.  I still wonder sometimes if they’d take me back if I apologized and 

explained.  I have the gigabytes now.  Yet, I don’t have the courage to contact them or the free-time to do 

the work.  I’m too busy doing other things I enjoy both more and less.

I loved cleaning.  Not all the time, of course.  I totally got frustrated.  All of those flowers and sparkles that are so typically shoujo became hated things.  However, it’s the kind of hate that you know is because you love it so much.  I enjoyed the frustration and loved the struggle.  Fussing over the details is perfect for a perfec-tionist like me, and as difficult as it was, I found such joy working on each page.  The easy ones were a breeze, and the tough ones a puzzle.  It was also super nice to always have something to fun to work on.

Every call for assistance that I saw, I wished that I could answer.  Which is why one day when I realized I 

had the skills, I applied.  The previous spring, I had begun modifying pictures for fun.  I knew the basics of 

photoshop, and I thought that volunteering as an editor (clean and typesetting) would be fun and rewarding.  I 

sent in an application and a few sample pages to CHIBI scans, a shoujo scanlation group I whose work I’d always 

enjoyed.  They sent me some pages to learn more about how to clean.  I also discovered that I would have to 

redraw bits of the art, which I was unprepared for, but eventually got the hang of.  My cleaning was passable, 

but my typesetting wasn’t.  (I’m still not sure why? lol)  So, I became a cleaner for one of the scanlation groups 

whose work I’d been reading since I was a kid!  I was so hype! 

Except you aren’t, because Scanlators are here to save the day!  These heroes are made up of manga lovers 
with internet across the globe.  If you live in Japan, you might help by buying and scanning manga, which you 
then upload onto the internet.  These “raws” are then translated into another language.  Those who know how 
to edit images clean up the pages so they look as close to the author’s work as possible.  Then typesetters 
replace the Japanese with translations with similar fonts.  These are usually published on scanlators’ websites 
or uploaded onto aggregate sites (unethical af: they make money showing ads to the people who come to read 
them and hella virus-y).  Scanlators donate lots of their time (seriously, this shit takes HOURS for just one 
page) to do all this, and there are never enough people to help. 

Manga is pretty much Japanese comics.  Also, there are distinct characteristics to the art style, like 

big eyes and heads and unnaturally colored hair (which all have their own symbolism).  (A lot of people 

hate on manga for being... illegitimate? not real art?  I don’t know.  American comics are kind of the 

same.  So why do people give a fuck....?) Because the comics are made and published in Japan, they ar-

en’t exactly abundantly available.  There ARE companies that try and make them available for Ameri-

cans, however they’re expensive and if nobody’s published the manga you want you’re screwed. 

I have always loved reading, and manga was no exception.  It had started with books checked out at the 
library, however there weren’t enough to keep my voracious needs sated.  And so I turned online to question-
able sites in order to fulfill my needs.  Onemanga.net (which was eventually shut down due to copyright viola-
tions), mangafox.com, mangahere.co.  Each one of then became my secret dealer.  (I didn’’t start using bato.to, 
which is the best of them, until very recently because it required a twitter account).  I personally have always 
been a fan of romance, which is an interest made all the more unusual by my own cynical/practical beliefs 
about love and romance.  I personally think that I likes romance because-unlike the majority of other sto-
ries-romance puts an emphasis on human connection.  As someone who has always struggled with interpersonal 
relations, stories are a proxy for socialization, and I consumed whatever I could get my hands on. 

My Two Week Stint as a Scanlator



Empathy

transmerlins

So there’s this post about how “empathy can be learned” and as an 
autistic there’s something that feels… Off about that post. Because 
yeah, it can.

KIND OF
and that “kind of” is incredibly important. First off, “empathy” is actually 
not what most people think it is. the actual definitions are:

sympathy is “feelings of pity and sorrow for someone else’s misfor-
tune.”
empathy is “the ability to understand and share the feelings of anoth-
er.”

culturally, the word “empathy” encompasses both of these. and that’s 
okay! Language is evolving and the cultural definition is more import-
ant than the dictionary definition, and from here on I’m using the cul-
tural definition of ‘empathy’ unless I specify otherwise (I’ll start it with 
“dd” short for dictionary definition just to make things easier)

SO HERE’S THE THING
learned empathy is completely different from typical empathy. learned 
empathy is… probably about 90% sympathy. And learned empathy is 
usually taught with the following phrases:

-”If you experienced something similar, think about how you felt then”
-”How would you feel?”

that’s it. we are not taught dd empathy. we are taught sympathy. Some 
of us learn dd empathy from that, but almost exclusively for people we 
have been or could be in the place of. And most people with low em-
pathy are neurodivergent, which often means we have trouble with our 
own emotions, either because we just can’t figure it out or because 
they’re different somehow.

This means two things:
1. Most people with low empathy are clueless in situations where we 
didn’t experience something similar.
2. Because of the first phrase there, and the fact that we still aren’t 
taught what to say, we often end up simply talking about our similar 
experience, and ‘making it about us’ (which we don’t mean to do - we 
are trying to show that we kind of maybe understand?)

Also there’s that whole thing where empathy  ≠ being a good person.
I have VERY low empathy (especially dd empathy). I feel virtually 
nothing for other people unless I know their situation from being in it or 
if it’s likely that I someday will be in their situation.

But unless the person has specifically wronged me somehow, I still try 
to be comforting (which I’m awful at) and I don’t dismiss their feelings. 
That is what most people ultimately mean when they say ‘empathy’ 
and it isn’t even related.
07Jul18

There are three kinds of empathy:
1. Cognitive-If you can understand how someone else is 
feeling, that’s cognitive empathy.  It’s about understand-
ing someone else’s key perspective.
2. Emotional-  The key part here is shared feeling.  I’m 
_____ because [______] is feeling ______.  You don’t 
even have to understand it!
3.  Compassionate-  Do you want to do something about 
it?  Congrats, that’s compassionate!

So cognitive empathy is really important, because it ‘translates’.  If 
you want to do something about someone’s feelings but don’t quite 
understand them, you’re fucked, because your intent wasn’t clear.  
People on the spectrum are frequently called unempathetic and 
accused of having no feelings because we don’t express them like 
allistic people do.  

The autism spectrum is a  SPECTRUM.  There are all kinds of people 
on it.  High empathy & low empathy, very expressive to not at all 
expressive, we’ve got it all.  Our friends can be anyone and anything.  
Sometimes they’re books, butterflies, or a lightbulb we just met.  We 
can become very attached vey quickly, or it can take years to gain 
any attachment at all.  We can even get confused by how we do 
both at the same time! (Or maybe that’s just me.)  And I bet a lot of it 
happens to allistics too-just maybe not as frequently.  I mean, we’re 
all humans.  So why aren’t we treated like it?

Well, the media’s depiction of autistic people is frequently a carica-
ture: an upper-middle class, white boy obsessed with science and 
whose repeated failures in cognitive and emotional empathy alienate 
the world around him.  The focus is placed on the compassion of 
allistics who have to deal with something so different and how it tears 
their lives apart.  They are celebrating their struggle of having to deal 
with us in the first place, and calling it “autism awareness”, without 
ever conquering the much harder issue of “autism acceptance”.  

http://transmerlins.tumblr.com/


Here’s an ask meme involving questions about special interests.

 1. How many special interests do you currently have?

 2. What are your current special interests?

 3. What was your first special interest?

 4. How did you become interested in your special interest?

 5. What’s your favorite thing about your special interest?

 6. What’s your least favorite thing about your special interest?

 7. If your special interest is a form of media, then give a quote from it

 8. Post a picture of something you own relating to your special interest.

 9. How long have you had your current special interest for?

 10. Give three interesting facts about your special interest?

 11. How often do you interact with your special interest?

 12. Talk about a previous special interest you’ve had.

 13. If you could have any item related to your special interest what would it be?

 14. If you could change anything about your special interest, what would you change?

 15. What’s the longest you’ve ever had a special interest?

 16. What’s the shortest amount of time you’ve ever had a special interest?

 17. Do you have theories/headcanons about your special interest?

 18. If your special interest is a form of media then who is your favorite character?

 19. Post a gif or screenshot from/of your special interest.

 20. Have you ever made any fan content involving your special interest?

Originally posted by 
buncompass on Tumblr

I guess I’m gonna blog about it now. This turned way longer than I thought it was going to, so it’s going under a read more.

A few months ago I was filling my time by researching depression. My depression is chronic, and though it fluctuates in intensity, 
it’s always there. I was debating getting back into therapy or finding alternative options when I stumbled upon an article about how 
women with undiagnosed autism are more likely to have chronic or persistent depression. I read through it and all of a sudden 
something clicked.

As a preschooler I was incredibly intelligent. I could read, write, and speak well. I had an endearing (that became annoying) quirk 
of mouthing my sentences again after I’d spoken them. Despite being friendly, I didn’t like being touched. I hated hugs and cud-
dles unless I initiated them. I was very aware of my personal space and didn’t like it when people got too close to me. I liked being 
by myself, and only had one friend until around third grade. My isolationist tendencies were favorable because they made me the 
“good one,” and I was never alone in a house with two brothers and my mom’s daycare. My parents divorced when I was 7, right 
after my favorite cousin had died. My family put me in therapy and patted themselves on the back for being proactive while also 
assuming that any problems I had would be addressed.

A Life Story
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http://buncompass.tumblr.com/
https://autie-jake.tumblr.com/post/174000954677/autistic-magazine-pdf-link
https://autie-jake.tumblr.com/post/174000954677/autistic-magazine-pdf-link
http://autie-jake.tumblr.com/


As I grew up, I learned that people like eye contact, so I trained myself to look at the point in between their eyes to give the ap-
pearance of it without actually looking into their eyes. At school, I was the queen of over-sharing. I was obsessed with my family’s 
heritage and talked endlessly about being half Indonesian. Without ever having to study, I aced every class except for math. I hated 
math because I couldn’t do it automatically. I got irrationally stressed over it, and would panic and forget everything I learned. I 
counted with my fingers, and if someone made fun of me for it, found ways to be discreet. I excelled in English, and fell in love with 
characters who didn’t tease and stories that made sense.

I had a vivid imagination and used toys to practice talking to people, and notoriously carried some sort of security item around with 
me until I was much older. I saw Toy Story and then Chuckie not too long after, which gave me a pervasive feeling that my toys 
were alive and could communicate and could also get upset with me. I worried endlessly about accidentally hurting my toys’ feel-
ings and never gave them away, amassing an insane amount of stuffies on my bed and in a hammock on my wall. It annoyed my 
mother, which scared me. She was an alcoholic with a lot of feelings, and I felt every person’s emotions as deeply as my own. It 
overwhelmed me.

Middle school was a tricky transitional time. Puberty was rough. My stepmom got me an American Girl book called “The Care 
and Keeping of You” which I treated like my how-to guide for both puberty and socialization. There were sections on how to talk 
to friends and sections on how to brush your hair; it was a goldmine of tips for me. I referenced it every day. I memorized it as the 
Way To Do Things, and when my stepmom teased me about it, I found ways to adapt so it wasn’t so obvious.

I had spent my life up until that point wearing clothes that were comfortable. People started mocking me for wearing sports bras 
and men’s clothing. I hated the feeling of denim, the tightness of women’s clothing, and the overall feeling of exposure regular bras 
gave me. When I started wearing women’s clothing, I made sure to have at least one day a week where I wore baggy clothes, but 
made sure that they looked good; baggy jeans or sweatpants with tight t-shirts, tank tops layered under zip-ups, and various other 
combinations. I learned that my appearance mattered more than my comfort, and I resented it. My parents accused me of being 
dramatic, but the feeling of a bra strap digging into my shoulder was not one I could ignore; I was aware of my clothes at all times, 
and I hated it.

My friends started expressing interest in sex and I was always uncomfortable during those conversations; I never had sexual 
thoughts. While my friends fantasized about their crushes being their ‘first time’, I fantasized about my crush and I going on heists 
and adventures. I went along with what others wanted from me, and had a few not okay experiences because of it. When everyone 
started flirting by hugging and tickling, I was always a target. My friends would hug me and laugh when I stimmed and pushed them 
away, imitating the way I moved and calling me “twitch”. I started cracking my knuckles or wiggling my toes in my shoes instead of 
flapping my hands. I trained myself to hug, even though I hated it.

People knew that I misunderstood blunt statements. Sarcasm had already been a defense mechanism at that point for me; if I said 
something stupid people thought I was joking and it helped me learn. Boys at school would ask me out and then laugh at my confu-
sion. If they weren’t mocking me through fake flirting, they made do with the fact that bluntness threw me off. They’d see me in my 
comfy boy clothes and asked me how much I could bench or challenge me to races. If I agreed to their challenges, they’d laugh the 
entire time and I wouldn’t understand why until later. At home, it wasn’t much better. My stepmom would buy my birthday present 
in front of me, tell me it was for my cousin, and then laugh when I would open it and be surprised. She’d tell people how naive and 
gullible I was. 

High school made things easier for me. I had solid friends at that point, though I was caught between two cliques, which made 
the popular kids unsure of me. I coasted through the social side by being nice and smart. I learned to hide parts of my personality 
away depending on which group I was with, and learned to read body language to avoid being seen as weird. I repressed my need 
to stim, though I cracked my knuckles whenever I got anxious and played with my jewelry often. At that point, people understood 
that liking to read wasn’t bad, so anytime I got overwhelmed in public I’d pull out a book and people left me alone. My isolationist 
tendencies came back, but being a teenage girl gave me some leeway in regards to hiding in my room and being emotional over 
nothing. I found ways to balance things that set off my sensory overload; I only read under lamps and never used overhead lights; 
I wore comfortable clothing that didn’t set off any tactile issues; I learned what volume setting I could handle on various TVs and 
computers. I began using self-deprecating humor to beat people to the 
punch, and was known for my jokes as a result. I was already dealing with 
depression, so I feigned happiness every day to make sure that no one 
would ever find out about all the things that I kept hidden and locked away.

I am autistic. As a child my traits were favorable compared to my 
rambunctious peers, so no one questioned me. When I started going through 
the more difficult parts of life, my family and therapists attributed my feelings 
and actions to the divorce, my cousin’s death, and my mother’s addictions. 
By the time I got to high school I had developed coping mechanisms based 
off of the treatment I received from my classmates and family that kept me 
under the radar. I’ve always obsessed over my special interests, I’ve always 
been on the edge of socially acceptable, I’ve always found ways to deflect 
and mask.

I lived for 25 years without understanding a piece of who I am. I read that

It’s O
FFICIAL!  

There’s a REA-

SON I’m like this!

one of a kind 
hooman

time to let myself be myself
gonna be happy and free
just gonna be me me me

as me as I can be
Yipp-wheeeeee

the editor is 
weird

editor’s note



FANFIC:     
She was aware of the thing. She had read about it, and knew it happened to others like her. She knew how com-
mon it was, especially among those in other countries, but she had never even considered someone doing it to 
herself. She had considered herself safe, and why wouldn’t she? She had made it this far, and was now a world-re-
nowned hero. 

Even if it had occurred to her that it might happen to her, the thought that her own kohai would do it to her never 
once crossed her mind.

Essay:     
Gatchaman CROWDS was the show that made me realize the importance of representation in media; prior to 
watch it, the characters I had seen myself in were Wind Whistler, from My Little Pony ‘n’ Friends, and Tom Riddle as 
portrayed in Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality (which comes highly recommended, not just because I am 
kin with him).

Gatchaman CROWDS has two seasons, both with stories that can be enjoyed independent of the other- although 
they are best enjoyed together, the original series followed by Gatchaman CROWDS insight. The original series 
follows Hajime Ichinose, the newest recruit to the Gatchaman, a secret team of heroes working to fight against alien 
threats.

The series begins with MESS a fake-out villain the rest of the Gatchaman assume is hostile, due to its lack com-
munication that the other Gatchaman can understand, but whom Hajime succeeds in communicating on its level, 
befriending it and ceasing the conflict between MESS and the Gatchaman. All of this happens within the first three 
episodes.

Gel Hands
EternalSailorDianamon
aka Alex Georgopoulis
Trigger Warning for Quiet Hands; a quick little 
thing I wrote immediately after seeing a certain 
scene.  It was pretty distressing, actually- Hajime 
is clearly autistic, but it seems she wasn’t ever 
diagnosed, at least not professionally, and seems 
to have mostly coasted by unmolested by the 
system.  looking at Hajime, she seemed invinci-
ble, like an ideal- what we all could be, unbroken 
by the system.  
Then... I can’t really remember what episode it 
was, but it happened.  It shocked me, I wasn’t 
expecting it.  I was so overcome that I had to 
write this, and so, I did.

Fandom: Gatchaman Crowds
Characters: Ichinose Hajime, Misudachi Tsubasa
Additional Tags: Canon Autistic Character, quiet hands, Vague Spoilers, 
Short Drabble, Ambiguity, Flash Fiction
Published: 2016-12-04
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Trigger Warning:  
Quiet Hands & ABA

Editor’s Note:
I was happy flapping when I received the email from this author because I was so happy to get (another!) submission...  Con-
sidering the content, it was quite ironic.
The following mentions quiet hands.  Quiet hands is a technique used in Applied Bahavior Analysis (ABA).  It’s based on 
stuff you get taught in Psych 101, and so at a first glance it checks out.  ABA focuses on normalizing the neurodiverse.  
However the philosophy of this therapy is fundamentally dehumanizing:  Founder Ivas Lovaas wrote “you start pretty much 
from scratch when you work with an autistic child... you have to build the person,” so it isn’t a surprise that therapists will 
withhold food until a child behaves in the desired fashion.  Ah, so very (in)humane.  And yet, ABA is the most recommended 
form of “autism intervention,” at least in the USA.  
I still haven’t explained quiet hands yet-whoops!  If you happy flap, a therapist grabs your hands and say “quiet hands” to 
stop you.  If you’re neurotypical, imagine if someone physically stopped you every time you smiled.  For a first person ac-
count, visit: https://juststimming.wordpress.com/2011/10/05/quiet-hands/
Granted, not all ABA therapists are inhumane.  However, it can’t be denied that a lot of them are.  Also, kids shouldn’t be 
spending forty hours (the recommended amount for kids as young as four years old) a week in therapy.  That’s the same as a 
full-time job for the common adult.  What’s more, research has shown that working for that many hours reduces productivi-
ty and puts the health of workers at risk.  
For more information, I invite you to do your own research.  There’s lots out there, and you should look at it yourself and 
come to your own conclusions.  

post a few months ago and the world fell into place. I took questionnaires and read studies and got lost in finding myself. I re-
searched how doctors formally diagnose and found out that I have Asperger’s, which is now referred to as Autism Spectrum Disor-
der. It doesn’t change anything, but it helps me understand. I am autistic, and that’s okay.

https://archiveofourown.org/works/8752582?view_adult=true
https://archiveofourown.org/works/8752582?view_adult=true
https://juststimming.wordpress.com/2011/10/05/quiet-hands/
http://autisticchick.blogspot.com/2013/10/this-isnt-your-mothers-aba-its-mine.html
https://archiveofourown.org/works/8752582?view_adult=true
https://archiveofourown.org/works/8752582?view_adult=true


BLANK SPACE:
because the rest of the zine 

doesn’t fit here.  

Taking a departure from that, let’s talk about the characters- specifically, how three of the major characters- Hajime, Rui, and 
Sugane, are autistic-coded, and represent different ways autistic people can develop in our allistic society. 

Sugane has been broken into conformity, living in a permanent state of discomfort and repression, blindly following authority and 
refusing to take action against it. He is someone who has been broken by the system- he does not stim because That Is Not Al-
lowed, and even the simple safety of routine is so often pulled away from him.

Rui is the Autistic person who’s been through so much awful stuff at the hands of the system that he’s retreated from it entirely. He 
feels much more relatable to me, but that’s maybe because I broke the same way he did- Rui is shown wearing some sort of school 
uniform at times near the end of the first season, and the thought of them as the literal genius dropout who couldn’t take the pres-
sure or the assimilative pressures and dehumanization of the special education system fits him so incredibly well. Rui, amazingly, 
kept his faith in humanity, which is something I’ve had to work hard to regain any semblance of, a testament to his strength. He still, 
however, lacks faith in the system, which given this proposed backstory, makes a lot of sense, and serves as a motivation for the 
creation of X and Galax, as well as Rui’s entire philosophy and ideals of having a flat society, while also causing the trust issues 
that complicated things with the Crowds, and made him vulnerable to Berg Katse’s manipulations. Rui has escaped, and defines 
himself on his own merits, but still hides himself away. He’s escaped, but he’s still scared.

Hajime is someone who either hasn’t been pulled through the system, or has cast it off entirely- she feels no shame in stimming, 
or getting stationary and stationary (her special interest) and talking to her notebooks. She is proudly autistic, and is never once 
shamed or denied agency because of it.

That’s why it’s so shocking and unsettling and uncomfortable when Tsubasa (one of the main characters of Gatchaman CROWDS 
insight) quiet hands her, and why it feels like anything can happen at that point.
Hajime was invincible, untouchable, but with this one action, she is suddenly as human as any of us, and that’s why it was so damn 
effective when she was quiet handed- Hajime was untouchable, invincible- the plot moved elegantly around her in season one, 
and in season two, her flaws, while causing conflict and problems for her she couldn’t really solve in insight were there, you could 
ignore them because they seemed funny and unimportant- verbal dyspraxia causing problems didn’t seem important, just some 
relatable jokes, and Gel’s horrific policy also seemed funny and enjoyable, like watching a train wreck
But the show wisely made the somewhat symbolic sudden shock of Hajime getting Quiet Handed with where everything suddenly 
gets truly unsettling, and the risk and danger feel so much real for it- you aren’t sure who will survive, because after Hajime got 
quiet handed, no one is safe. Hajime was, in season one, an autistic unbounded by allistics- but, in season two, we begin to see 
that she’s not perfect, at first in little, comedic bits, starting out in the same way as season two did- Tsubasa is a fanatic, but in that 
shounen hero way. Hajime has a few more miscommunications due to verbal dyspraxia than she did in season one, and Gel Sa-
dra’s policies are terrible, but those are all handled lightly, with a sort of comedy.
Once Hajime got quiet handed, everything turned much more serious. Rui in a drugged out haze, Sugane abandoned, and every-
thing just generally going to hell. You don’t feel like things are going to be okay, you feel like anything could happen to anyone, just 
because of one little gesture, and that’s brilliant. They don’t need to have anyone die to make you feel like anyone can die when 
you break down this wall that’s been set up. Hajime was untouchable, she was Autistic potential realized, but after that? She’s a 
person. A brilliant, wonderful, and amazing person, but you can see her hurt, and that makes everything suddenly so very much 
more real than it was before. 

It’s a brilliant piece of storytelling, and I highly recommend the series, to anyone, honestly. It is available for streaming on Crunchy-
roll, and english language DVDs also exist, with all but one episode (the “director’s cut” of the first season’s finale) dubbed.



The need to be oneself and the need to blend in.  Social rejection physically hurts, and so in order to avoid it, 
sometimes we’ll do things that aren’t in anyone’s best interests.  Why don’t we connect with each other as individ-
uals?  Why do we fuck things up with group dynamics?  I don’t even UNDERSTAND group dynamics, it’s so confus-
ing.  If we engaged each other as our ‘true selves’ right off the bat, would we find the kinds of people we genuinely 
enjoy any better?  Probably not.  It would probably be complete anarchy.  Those standards of social interaction 
provide a common understanding so everyone can get along with each other, regardless of personal differences.  
So we end up stuck between our self and the societal standard, see-sawing to either end trying to find the perfect 
balance that is constantly changing and will never be achieved.  At least that’s normal.
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So I posted this on Tumblr and nothing came back.  I could have put other content here, howev-
er this issue just seemed too important to leave out.  And so I am sharing what I wrote as a For Your In-
formation.  If you have anything you think or anything to say about all this, you know how to contact me.                                                                                                      
P.S.- I’d really love you to contact me.  If that hasn’t been made clear by now... I guess I didn’t make it clear.

What do you think about Facilitated Communication?
Long answers, short answers, anything at all–what do you all think?  Please comment/reblog this post.  Share even if you 
can’t–maybe someone might and this could use the signal boost.  If you want to share privately, direct message me on Tum-
blr or email me at thisismyspectrumzine@gmail.com.

I promised you a zine, and a zine you shall have.  Unfortunately, I need just one more last minute thing, and I need it from 
you.  I just found out that the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) no longer recommends facilitated 
communication–which includes the rapid prompting method (RPM).  The official statement can be found here: https://www.
asha.org/policy/ps2018-00352/

Here are open letters to ASHA after their intentions to stop RPM in America were shared:

https://autisticadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/2018-07-02-ASAN-Letter-to-ASHA-Ad-Hoc-Com mittee.pdf

https://juniperhillfarms.org/2018/06/25/an-open-letter-to-asha-advocating-for-the-right-to-a-communication -method-
of-choice/

https://growingkidstherapy.wordpress.com/2018/06/28/open-letter-to-asha-by-elizabeth-vosseller/

http://www.lauranadine.net/?p=3556

https://growingkidstherapy.wordpress.com/2018/06/21/open-letter-to-asha-from-the-ii-guys/

These are some of the many letters from the letter-writing campaign to ASHA.  Although not all of them are written by 
autists, they all contain valuable information.

Facilitated communication is how many nonverbal autistics learn to communicate and share their thoughts and ideas.  I don’t 
have the patience to go into all of what’s wrong about ASHA’s decision.  Perhaps I’ll write about it–although, to be honest, 
I’d much rather it be you.  Just doing the formatting for all this is hard enough.


